
Statistical Graphics and Visualization:

Audience

Learning Objectives Rubrics and Assessment

HWs: targeted practice Projects: portfolio fodder

• Explore raw data visually and assess 
statistical models' fit using graphical 
diagnosticsx
• Critique and redesign statistical graphics 
based on the principles belowx
• Produce legible, self-contained, informative 
graphics using statistical softwarex
• Plan effective statistical graphics using the 
principles of human visual perceptionx
• Model statistical graphics according to the 
Grammar of Graphics principlesx
• Design multi-chart static works (conference 
posters, infographics) using the principles of 
graphic designx
• Generate interactive data visualizations 
following the principles of interaction designx
• Synthesize the data visualization research
literature to justify recommendations for 
graphical practice

• Graduate students in Statistics, in CMU's 
Master's of Statistical Practice program 
(primarily R users)x
• Other students taking course as elective: 
engineers, marketers, statistics undergrads 
(mix of software backgrounds)

• Instead of awarding points, I use specifications-based grading, a system designed to give students 
control over their final course grades and transparency about their progress.x
• Each assignment targets one or two Learning Objectives. Every assignment is graded on a rubric, with 
detailed sub-categories evaluated on levels from Not Yet Competent to Competent to Sophisticated. Each 
rubric is software-agnostic, allowing students to use whatever tool is best for the task.x
• To earn a high course grade, students must demonstrate competence or mastery on most Learning 
Objectives. Students unsatisfied with their initial submissions may revise and resubmit any assignment.

'Data Analysts' and 'Data Scientists' Are the New Buzz Words...
Google Search Interest of Data Driven Jobs

(Jan. 4, 2004 − Aug. 29, 2015)
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'statistician'
'data scientist'

HW1: Legible Graphics

HW2: Visual Perception

HW3: Grammar of Graphics

• Legiblex
• Comprehensiblex
• Informativex
• Reproducible

• Consistencyx
• Cognitionx
• Quantitative 
• Comparisonsx
• Grouping and Search

• Descriptionx
• Creation

P1: Graphic Design

P2: Interaction Design

P3: Research

• Messagex
• Graphsx
• Color & Fontx
• Layout

• Messagex
• Consistencyx
• Constraintsx
• Visibilityx
• Feedback

• Literature Reviewx
• Guidelinesx
• Application

DATA: STATISTICS WITHOUT BORDERS, 2010
CREATED BY: SIKHA DAS

Of the respondents to the Haitian 
post-earthquake cell-phone survey, 
nearly half reported that their 
household had become separated. 
In addition, anywhere from 1 to 
10 household members were 
reported missing. It can also be 
seen that education history had no 
significant affect on whether a 
household stayed or separated. 
However, it does point out that 
most went up to secondary school.

Most of those who decided to 
move away due to their buildings 

being destroyed seemed to be 
living in tents or other places. 

More survivors relocated 
farther away (more than an 

hour) than nearby (less than an 
hour) from their pre-quake place.

The percent of Haitians still 
working among respondents and 
other people (household 
members, friends, etc) they 
reported dropped in general. 
About a fifth of the 
respondents themselves were 
not working 5 months after the 
earthquake. 

Teaching Approach
• Active learning: think-pair-share critiques, 
perceptual experiments, follow-along demos
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